
Latin II Summer Work 
 
Let me begin by thanking you for continuing your Latin studies in Latin II next year. In order to 

keep your Latin skills honed over the summer, please select and complete one of the project ideas 

below. In addition to doing one of the projects suggested you should also practice writing, 

reciting and reading your paradigms over the summer. You have put a great deal of time and 

energy into learning these paradigms, and they will pay dividends in the near future. Keep at it! 

 

Consider making a Poster for the classroom 
 
Perhaps 20 emotions with a little picture to illustrate the point (extra points if you photograph 

yourself for you chart). You could also make a poster showing action verbs, body parts, boat 

parts, animals, Roman clothing (this was a weakness on our last NLE), military 

terminology…pursue your interests. (See sample hanging in the classroom by Miss Thomas.) 

 

LAETVS (laeta if you are a girl) and then a picture that illustrates HAPPY. 
 

 

You can do 20 8x10s or one big poster. Remember, the idea is to put these up on in the classroom 

so that we can have a good laugh every once in a while and learn some new words. 

  

How about an ABC book.  
 

A est de Algā (A is from algae…actually seaweed, but seaweed sounds funny) -- 

remember that de takes the ablative.  

 
Be attentive to nouns with –ūs (4th declension nouns) and -eī (5th Declension nouns) in the 

genitive singular. We have never seen these before, but if you use the paradigms in the back of 

the book you will get it right.    

 

A algam incohat…or…A begins Algae (seaweed). 

 

N.B. incohō, incohāre, incohāvī, incohātus is transitive – it takes the accusative. 

 

Or whatever… 
 

Remember that the idea behind these exercises is to build vocabulary. Pictures are a necessity of 

course. 

 

How about a paper? 
 

If neither of the previous ideas interests you, then perhaps you could write a paper on a famous 

Roman, building project, invention, holiday, war or sport from the ancient world. Four to five 

pages MLA format. 

 

Be prepared to present your material to the class. You can even give them a quiz for real 

Latin II points if you would like. Projects are due the first day of school in August. 


